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// Bitcoin Marriages in the Park
Furtherfield Gallery

As part of Furtherfield Gallery’s exhibition ‘New World Order’ we installed
and performed Bitcoin Marriages in the park. Visitors to the gallery as well
as passers-by in the park could get married on the blockchain – a ceremony
conducted on the installed devices by our very own Blockchain priest and
celebrated with party poppers.
Some participants entered into conceptual nuptials, such as Matt marrying
the Means of Production and a Table being wedded to a Chair. Other marriages also included Non-Humans, such as Bettina marrying tree w6xcv7tf of
the autonomous Terra0 forest (part of the exhibition inside the gallery). This is
showing that with the increasing digital developments of cryptocurrencies not
only people but non-human actors can own wallets and start joining (socio)
economic unions for mutual benefits. Other participants married their friends
or family members while debating the meaning of a blockchain union and the
future of banking and currency. Ranging from groups of friends, couples and
a child marrying her dog to a father joining his children in Bitcoin matrimony
while explaining these current technological developments to his children
aged 3 to 12 which will have a direct impact on their future interactions with
money.

// IFTTW and GeoCoin
Smart Contract Ideation Tools

“Living with Data” pavilion at the Edinburgh
Digital Entertainment Festival from 4-27 August 2016

We ran several workshops over the course of the last months of the project
and are still offering the GeoCoin app for academics as well as publics to
explore their own ideas and potential future scenarios of what location-based
smart contracts in the city may offer. One of such workshops was held as part
of the sIREN Symposium in Edinburgh where participants critically debated
their own experience of using and spoofing GeoCoin as well as potential
future issues and concerns. Topics of discussion ranged from governance,
jurisdiction, power, control and identity to environmental, behavioural, economic and socio-technological considerations and implications for the use of
smart phone technology, its limitations and exclusion. During the following
design activity, several concepts were developed, for example, a self-aware
IoT cryptocurrency where traffic lights may show signs of existential crisis due
to pedestrians ignoring them resulting in ‘angry’ fines. Further ideas emerged
around several incentive based uses of smart contracts for example to incentivise social and community behaviour, support social communication, gamify
and support mobility or unlock health benefits through a location-specific
health currency. Further workshops then not only included GeoCoin for ideation but a set of IFTTT cards based on our previously designed magnet probe.

IFTTW GeoCoin at Furtherfield Gallery
During a GeoCoin workshop at Furtherfield Gallery in London we explored
this new addition in conjunction with GeoCoin bodystorming. During the initial exploration, the participants were exploring GeoCoin in Finsbury Park and
surrounding area to imagine and envisage new ways of interacting with digital
currencies in locative scenarios in and around the park. Discussing this playful,
experiential interaction afterwards we were exploring the meaning, value and
concerns this experiment raised. The debate touched on technological issues
of security and sustainability through to social concerns regarding accessibility
and control. The digital layering also challenged perception and behaviour of
both digital and physical environments. The discovery of new areas or potential for new social encounters were highlighted as well as locative incentivisation models. Equally, a lack of spatial awareness and disassociation with physical surroundings emerged alongside concerns of digital anxiety and a form of
experience gap between the digital interaction and the real world.
In the next stage of the workshop we then used the new ideation cards to further imagine new smart contracts in the city. The cards we developed based
on our previous IFTTT magnet probe and aimed to express a similar simplified programming logic of smart contracts by using modular cards to build
If…Then… or When…Then… statements. This aimed to encourage participants to ideate and innovate with potential smart contracts and their meaning
for the city (or park) landscape. A series of abstract concepts as well as more
specific ideas emerged from this ‘If This Then What?’ activity. These concepts
and ideas ranged from environmental concerns regarding carbon emission to
social interactions and cultural capital. In short, here are some of the concepts
that were envisioned:
•
IF artists create an experience in the park THEN cultural capital and
personal transformation generates currency to nurture nature and artists.
•
IF a task is accomplished THEN you are granted access to a range of
services from the network.
•
IF you use your phone at the dinner table THEN you get less energy
when charging your phone.
•
IF you buy a plane ticket THEN the carbon tax is automatically distributed to the countries along the flight path.
•
IF I go to the supermarket with public transport THEN I get rewards
deducted off my food bill.
Two groups then further developed two concepts: CO2ins – a transport
reward system for carbon reduction at grocery stores – and a distributed Art
Value System fostering artists’ education, collaboration and culture.

IF THIS THEN WHAT - second iteration
Following this workshop with the initial IFTTW cards to ideate with smart
contracts in the city, we further developed the cards based on participant
responses and our observations. The initial cards were designed broadly to
cover six categories People, Things, Places, Nature, Resources and Currency.
For each category, the cards included abstract images to represent different
subcategories, for example water and electricity were part of the Resource
category while flora and fauna were represented in Nature. The broad and
abstract nature of the cards aimed to support a creative ideation process by
offering a wide variety of combinations and inspiration.
Based on participants use of the cards we amended two key aspects of the
cards. Firstly, participants mainly used the cards to represent the overall categories written at the top of the cards rather than the abstract but more specific subcategories depicted below. For this reason, the second iteration of
the cards showed the category name on one side of the card and the abstract
depiction on the reverse. In this way, the participants could select which part
of the card they wanted to use but it clarified the distinction between overall
theme and more specific topic. The second change we made with in the design of the shape of the design. The tall format of the cards with explanatory
text seem to be ignored by most participants and the cards very used very
freely. For this reason the next iteration we designed utilized a more guiding
linearity forming arrows when placed together. In this way, the cards could
more easily illustrate the order of smart contract logic.
Overall, the abstract and ambiguous nature of the cards was also to some extent hindering without more concrete use cases or application contexts. While
the IFTTW cards facilitated debate and participants understanding of smart
contract concepts, the ambiguous nature and broad range of topics was
not always beneficial for an accurate depiction of the functionality of smart
contracts in more pragmatic terms. With this in mind, the IFTTW cards can
be developed for more specific application areas with less ambiguous, more
directed categories to support more focused ideation outcomes, e.g. for specific locations, transport systems, transactions, behaviours or incentives.
However, without a more specific context in this project we used the second
iteration of the IFTTW cards in another workshop with 30 participants (a mix
of students and FinTech professionals) to ideate and imagine novel locationbased smart contracts. Initial discussions of GeoCoin offered similar points of
debate to previous workshops. Ideation concepts were then developed after
initial discussion using both the GeoCoin experience and IFTTW cards as
inspiration.

The developed concepts moved from initial abstract discussions using the
broad categories on the front of the cards (see top left) to more specific smart
contracts using the specific depictions on the back (bottom left). After initial
brainstorming and idea development, the groups then developed five ideas
into more detailed concepts:
• A community reward systems to incentivise environmental clean up
• A smart tax and pricing structure for car, taxi and bus emissions (Smartsmog)
• Smart phone battery conditions automating certain app use restrictions
• A fair bus fare system automatically factoring in time delays into bus prices
• A dynamic cinema pricing structure based on entry time and ads viewed

At the end of the workshop, we opened up the backend of the GeoCoin app
to the participants to directly map out their smart concepts. As some of the
participants had programming backgrounds, they quickly adopted the simple
backend to create and drop debit/credit coins and debit/credit zones in specific areas on the map to illustrate and narrate their concept. Using different
areas of the map, the participants then presented back their GeoCoin prototypes ranging from a civic incentive system, community reward network to
cinema pricing structure. In this latter, the participants used the GeoCoin map
to illustrate (and eventually perform) their cinema pricing structure in the city.
While the ads were placed as credit coins at the ‘entry point’ of the cinema
(or street), the movie was represented by a large debit zone for the length of
the film (street) with additional credit coins if one left the cinema (street) early.

// Designing for DAOs
A Workshop at DIS 2017

We held a design workshop as part of the ACM Designing Interactive Systems conference at Napier University considering the implications of Distributed Autonomous Organisations (DAOs) for HCI and interaction design. The
workshop was entitled ‘New Value Transactions: Understanding and Designing for Distributed Autonomous Organisations’ and aimed to explore and
critique new models of ownership and value exchange. You can find more
information on the contributions to this workshop on our Designing DAOs
website and the archived call for participation in the ACM digital library. A
range of academics and industry partners joined us for the day of discussions
and design activities which I’ll summarise below.
The initial debate aimed to identify challenges and opportunities for DAOs
in respect to participants’ backgrounds, projects and interests. Throughout
this mapping exercise of grouping post-it notes (green representing opportunities, pink issues or concerns) recurring themes were discussed often from
overarching concepts to more specific concerns. For example, discussing
ethical and social considerations of inclusion (and exclusion on its flipside),
control and power lead to discussions on governance of distributed autonomous systems as automation, AI, decision making, digital nations were

considered as potential models for future crypto sovereignty. Deepening this
conversation, opportunities for democratic decision making and wider participation empowering communities also raised issues of literacy, education
and the hierarchical design process of DAOs. Debating if we will be giving up
control to code or to the programmer of code sparked further debates on future legal and ethical considerations of programming DAOs and for programmers themselves. From this, more technological issues and infrastructural
possibilities were commented on ranging from sustainability and new models
of trust and consent to its potential for transparency but equally concerns of
increasing black boxing. This highlighted the often contradicting or conflicting nature of DAOs premises in our discussion and seemed to be a recurring
theme in this debate due to the currently still evolving nature of distributed
autonomous systems. Overall a few areas were identified as opportunities
for further exploration, in particular, setting up new business models, supply
chain traceability and transparency, supporting interoperability of things (IoT)
and design opportunities (alongside design issues) for potentially new models
of user experience.
In the afternoon of the workshop, we then took the initial debate into a more
focused design activity aiming to explore what the design of a DAO would
entail, who its entities are (including people, organisations, things and code

as ‘actors’) and what kind of relationships these entities possess. We formed
four groups to ‘design’ a distributed autonomous system, each exploring a
more specific topic but still broad enough topic such as Transport and Housing, Workplace, Internet of Things and Food Cultures. Each group started out
with narrowing down on a topic they can design for in more detail to attempt
designing a DAO and through it find out what issues, concern and questions
may arise about the future of this quickly emerging new field of HCI.
In order to support a more in depth discussion of the (a) entities, (b) their relationships and (c) the value they exchange, we developed a physical mapping
activity with movable magnets and different material strings as well as coloured arrows which could be used to flexibly discuss and tangibly represent
different structures and networks. With the uncovered complexities of new
and existing DAOs we aimed to make this activity as engaging and interactive
as possible, mixing conventional design materials (pen, paper, post-it notes)
with a range of tangible, movable components (coloured magnet pins, magnetic sheet doubling as whiteboard and range of string materials). By splitting this main activity into a series of tasks we directed the focus within each
group from first considering the entities in their DAO with the colour-coded
magnets, secondly, discussing the relationships between these entities with
the string materials and lastly, the value they may exchange via arrow stickers.

Food supply chain (above)
Network of school meal supply chains
with transactional layers of resources,
food, people and organisations offering
potential for algorithmically governing
ethical, health and sustainability considerations for environment and people.

Freelancers’ Co-op (below)
Cooperative of artists in a self-governing art studio including materials, tools,
spaces and its members, founders, residents with potentially smart contracted
voting systems, automated contracts
and membership structures.

Internet of Autonomous Things (above)
Mapping a continuum of objects,
people, control, dependencies, and
interdependencies. Considering code
as social, evolutionary and technological structures of wild vs. domesticated
objects and behaviours.

DA Housing (below)
Network of clients, contractors, service
providers, architects, manufacturers
and councils who own stakes in the
product but the product belongs to
itself with partners forming smart contracts with instances of a product.

// Finbook
Critiquing Commodification

FinBook is an algorithmic exploration which associates chapters of a book
with financial robots (FinBots). As a creative provocation, this website presents
a book as a market place in which articles loose or gain money based on the
performance of stocks they are associated with. Each chapter has been allocated an investment portfolio across a suite of stocks according to content
found in the chapter. Decisions were made using the Thomson Reuters Open
Calais software to construct the profile of each article’s portfolio in the Quantopian software. Natural Language Processing and machine learning algorithms identify tags based on the frequency of people, places, companies,
facts, and events that occur in textual content of each chapter. The dashboard
for each article displays the performance of each article which is calculated
according to the performance of the stocks that it is associated with. Readers of the book can affect the success of an article by further increasing or
decreasing the capital that a chapter’s FinBot invests in its stocks, which in
turn has an impact upon how much money it can make according to the performance of its portfolio. This project explores current and future questions
surrounding practices of commodification, cognitive labour and algorithmic
trading. This experiment is part of the book “Artists Re:thinking the Blockchain” edited by Ruth Catlow, Marc Garrett, Nathan Jones and Sam Skinner,
published by Furtherfield and Torque, distributed by Liverpool University Press.

FinBook was developed by the wider Design Informatics team at the University of Edinburgh in collaboration with Furtherfield and Torque. The website
was designed by Yuxi Liu and programmed by Edson Alcala.

Gianni, R., Mehrpouya, H., Murray-Rust, D., Nissen, B., Oosthuizen, S., Speed,
C. & Symons, K. (2017) FinBook: Literary content as digital commodity in Artists Re: Thinking The Blockchain. Garrett, M., Jones, N., Catlow, R. & Skinner,
S. (eds.). Liverpool University Press, p. 25-32

// After Money
Future Play Festival Installation

The purpose of this research project is to explore current and future forms of
value exchange in the digital economy to challenge perceptions of current as
well as future practices. As a culmination of this research, we have developed
a research tool that reveals some of the increasingly common non-monetary
exchanges in a growing digital sharing economy. This AfterMoney app aims
to highlight concealed or subconscious practices of how we trade, barter and
share value across multiple forms of currency. We aim to question what constitutes currency and how will it change in the future? With increasingly precarious employment situations due to automation and digital platforms, how will
we exchange value beyond current monetary transactions? What forms of exchange will emerge and what may constitute new currency? Will data become
a new currency? How would you exchange your data for services or products?
What do you consider the value of your time to be? What would you exchange for your time? How do you exchange time, data and other currencies
for services or products? The AfterMoney app is exploring the boundaries of
what we are currently paying with and what we may be willing to pay with as
future medium of exchange.

The app was installed in the Design Informatics Pavilion alongside a mixture
of technology design exploring themes aimed at provoking discussions on
what it means to design with data. The After Money app is designed to start
off as regular barcode scanning app to scan and show the price of a given
commercial product (sweets, in our case). Once a product is scanned, the app
will ask the user how they intend to pay - with money, time or data. If the user
selects time, the app will ask you to sweep for your sweet by calculating an
amount of sweeping time correlating with the price of the product. The user
will then have to sweep the exhibition with the dedicated (sensor-enabled)
broom to ‘buy’ their product. If the user selects to pay with data, the user can
either choose between paying with a selfie or other data. The selfie function will take and store a selfie of the user without any further information as
to why and how this selfie may be used by Design Informatics. Although we

have deleted the selfies for ethical reasons and are not intending to use them,
we designed the app to be authentic to existing data sharing practices and
apps. Other options of paying with data will offer the user the opportunity
to select from an existing list of data types (which users often unintentionally
share already) or by entering their own ‘data payment’ option. The last payment option of money seems to be the standard of transactions. However, in
our app we also include other ‘currencies’ beyond the traditional fiat currencies and more novel cryptocurrencies asking what other digital currencies are
we already trading in, such as several in-game currencies, such as Fifa Points,
Clash of Clans Gems or Pokemon Coins. This aims to highlight and challenge
the perception that we only currently pay with one type of currency and are
constantly exchanging different types of value amongst ourselves and with
digital businesses and services.
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Visitors included students, professionals, families with young children and
middle aged festival visitors. Over the duration of the festival, the app recorded 385 transactions showing an equal split of visitors sweeping for their
sweets or taking selfies. Other data participants would exchange varied but
‘amount of steps’ was the most common followed by ‘a tweet’. Participants
were less likely to pay with a fingerprint but least likely to give up a facebook friend or their phone’s browser history. Follow up surveys of 55 qualitative and 44 quantitative questionnaires highlighted that 81% of participants
considered the sweet to be either free (38%) or cheaper (43%) than in regular
monetary exchanges. However, it also showed that this interaction offered
visitors the opportunity to understand convenience, privacy and current data
sharing behaviour in the context of economic practices. Visitors expressed
a “direct realisation of value of data” or “range of data that might be ‘valuable’”. Other participants highlighted “how easily people give up info about
themselves” or contemplated conflicting habits when they “didn’t feel
comfortable giving away my personal data, yet I do this every day”. Overall,
participants questioned “what value do we place on other aspects of our
lives” and “whether we believe time, money or data has more perceivable
worth” ultimately realising “that currency does not have actual value”. This is
a brief summary of participant feedback as initial insights rather than analytical research findings which will be further elaborated in future publications.

Block Mirror by Dominic Smith
Image by Dug Campbell

// After Money Symposium
and Exhibition

We organised a two-day symposium and exhibition to conclude this research
project. The symposium aimed to better understand the implications that FinTech, Cryptocurrency and Smart Contract developments are having on how
industry, publics and governments understand money. Challenging current
norms of value representation in society and culture, this symposium aimed to
investigate different perspectives of how financial technologies may influence
our lives in the near future. We brought together a variety of people from academia, industry and culture to understand the broader, cross-cutting implications of these new forms of banking, programmable money and representations of value in its wide-ranging repercussions. The symposium comprised
three sessions, each with a unique focus on FinTech Near Futures; Policy,
Value and New Economics; and Cultures of Commodification.
The symposium was hosted by New Media Scotland at the Alt-w LAB as part
of their ongoing 48 hours programme which began at Inspace. The design
probes and provocations was exhibited alongside the symposium in the Alt-w
Lab of New Media Scotland at the City Arts Center in Edinburgh.

Session: FinTech Near Futures

This session focuses on understanding blockchain and distributed ledger
technologies and discusses their implications for economic and financial
futures.
Sarah Meiklejohn is a Reader in Cryptography and Security at University
College London. She has worked on topics such as anonymity and criminal
abuses in cryptocurrencies, privacy-enhancing technologies, and bringing
transparency to shared systems.
Gavin Littlejohn is a fintech entrepreneur with experience of developing innovative solutions to mass market problems. Gavin was appointed as Convenor
of the Fintech Stakeholder Group of the UK Open Banking Implementation
Entity in October 2016. He serves as a Director and Non-Executive Chairman
of the Financial Data and Technology Association www.fdata.org.uk where he
successfully led the campaign to have account aggregation added to PSD2.
Gavin is well-renowned as the Founder of Money Dashboard, and acted as its
CEO until July 2015.
Dug Campbell is a freelance blockchain consultant and writer. In 2014, he
started the Scottish Blockchain Meetup, followed by the Scottish Bitcoin Conference and organised the first Ethereum meetups in Scotland. He gave one
of the earliest TEDx talks on Bitcoin and still provides commentary to a range
of press outlets on the blockchain scene. In a past life he’s been a lawyer with
an MBA and a product manager in a FinTech startup.
Chaired by Kristen Bennie who conceived and led the creation of Open
Experience at RBS. Open Experience is a place where people from across the
organisation and elsewhere come together to collaborate, explore, design
and develop new opportunities. Kristen’s career spans roles in agency, software and brand always working at the intersection of design and technology.

Session: Policy, Value and New Economics

This session explores the societal challenges and opportunities these new
economic shifts raise for councils, governments and its citizens.
Phil Godsiff is a Senior Research Fellow working for the Surrey Centre for
the Digital Economy in the Business School at the University of Surrey. His
research interests are the disruptive influences on the economy and society of distributed ledger technology - aka Blockchain. He was a member of
the panel preparing the Government Office for Science report - Distributed
Ledger Technology: beyond blockchain.

Alexandre Pólvora is a Policy Analyst and Researcher at the EU Policy Lab
of the Joint Research Centre, European Commission, with current focus
on participatory and distributed technology models and collaborative and
transdisciplinary frameworks for policy advice. Main research and publication
fields ranging from everyday life studies and qualitative social analysis to cocreation and action research.
Doreen Grove leads Scotland’s involvement with the Open Government
Partnership. Globally OGP is driving changes that ensure people are able to
see, understand and influence the decisions that affect them. In Scotland, this
supports public service reform, improved democracy, financial transparency
and the innovative use of technology and participative processes.
Chaired by Duncan McCann who works for the New Economics Foundation
researching the future of money, modern land reform and the impact of AI,
big data and digital platforms. He is the author of the Scotpound proposal
and co-author of People Powered Money.

Session: Cultures of Commodification

This session presents a series of creative explorations reconsidering and challenging norms, practices and cultures of commodification and their value(s).
Max Dovey is an artist, researcher and lecturer specialising in the politics of
data and algorithmic governance. His works explore the political narratives
emerging from technology and digital culture and manifest into situated projects and participatory scenarios. He is an affiliated researcher at the Institute
of Network Cultures and writes for Open Democracy, Imperica & Furtherfield.
Pip Thornton is a PhD student in Geopolitics and Cyber Security at Royal Holloway, University of London. Her thesis ‘Language in the Age of Algorithmic
Reproduction’ explores the linguistic and political implications of the digitisation and monetisation of language by companies such as Google.
Dominic Smith is an artist and curator whose practice involves a hands-on,
open and interrogative approach to working in the overlapping fields of art
& technology. This has presented itself as ad-hoc artists groups, surreptitious
apocalypse proof P2P systems, drone based investigations and recent research into block chain technologies.
Chaired by Ruth Catlow who is an artist, writer and curator working with
emancipatory network cultures, practices and poetics. She is the co-founder,
co-director of Furtherfield and editor of the book “Artists Re:thinking the
Blockchain” alongside Marc Garrett, Nathan Jones and Sam Skinner.

After Money Exhibition

Complimentary to the research project’s work, we also selected a series of
art works to exhibit alongside the symposium that aimed to reconsider and
challenge norms, practices and cultures of commodification and their value(s).
With {poem}.py Pip Thornton critiques current practices of linguistic capitalism by feeding poetry through Google’s advertising platform AdWords, and
recording the monetary value assigned to each word. Max Dovey’s piece
BREATH (BRH) uses crypto-currencies to investigate the role of the body in
emerging financial systems and how the body can perform computational
processes by using human respiration to mine crypto-currencies. Similarly,
Dominic Smith has developed a BlockMirror combines the viewer’s reflection
with the act of mining currency to illustrate our value potential within this system. It hints at a possible future where all aspects of our lives and our attention are commodified and mined for currency.
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